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1. Introduction 
 

Since centrifugal force and gravity balanced, Newton said that the moon did not fall. 
It is because the gravity of the earth and centrifugal force negate each other locally that 
the inside of the International Space Station is a gravity-free space. This shows that 
centrifugal force and gravity can be compounded locally. Since centrifugal force is 
made a artificial gravitational field locally, centrifugal force and centrifugal force are 
also compoundable. 

 
If it denies partially combining two centrifugal forces or is made to amplify, the 

direction control is possible. Energy is unnecessary although it continues producing 
centrifugal force. If the direction of centrifugal force is controlled, energy cannot be 
needed but an object can be accelerated. 

 
It means that the equipment which outputs energy forever, and the equipment which 

continues accelerating space by no supplying can be manufactured. The concrete 
method is shown below. 
 
2. The direction of centrifugal force 
 

If centrifugal force is observed from the watcher who is present, for example in the 
inside of a centrifuge if it observes from the rotating coordinate system, centrifugal 
force will be observed as power committed from the center of the axis of rotation as a 
straight line to the circumference. (Fig. 2.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 

Fig. 2.1 The direction of the centrifugal force observed  
from the rotating coordinate system 

 
Suppose that it observes from a coordinate system which was fixed to the ground 

which is not rotated to a disk on the other hand, and drops the object M from a C point 
of the centrifugal force field on the rotating disk. While the object M reaches the 
perimeter, it is 1/4. It rotates, then the object M reaches B point from C point on a spiral 
orbit. The direction of the centrifugal force observed from the non-rotating coordinate 
system is spiral. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 

Fig. 2.2 The direction of the centrifugal force observed  
from the non-rotating coordinate system 
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3. Motion of a top 
 

As shown in the following figure, if the axis of rotation of a top is leveled, the whole 
top will move. 

 

 
 
Why do the top move in this way? Although it seems that the reason is one of the 

mysteries also in modern physics -- the fact -- it exercises such. An experiment can 
confirm this easily also by whom. 
 

Although I considered this reason before by the analogy of the hydrodynamic 
phenomenon at which the curb ball of baseball turns, it had overlooked differing from it 
considerably in practice. Anyone commits an error. What is necessary is just to correct, 
if an error is found. 
 

While, as for it, air does not penetrate the inside of a ball, I hear that gravity is 
penetrated and there is. 

 
Although it has the influence on the air by a curb ball rotating on the exterior of a ball 

and there is nothing inside, it has influence of the centrifugal force by a top rotating on 
the inside of a top, and it is not outside.  

(Although the surrounding gravitational field of a top will also rotate, probably, it will 
be as small as the influence can be disregarded. Although the acceleration due to gravity 
by a centrifuge is also tens of thousands of G, most change of the surrounding gravity is 
not observed. )   

 
The phenomenon of moving of the whole top arises by composition with earth 

Fig. 3.1 Motion of a top which axis of rotation is leveled  

Direction of the earth gravity  
Rotating direction of top  

Moving direction of top  



gravity and the centrifugal force inside a top. The centrifugal force of the portion which 
moves to facing down compounds with earth gravity, and is amplified, the centrifugal 
force of the portion which moves to facing up is denied earth gravity, and declines. 

 
The whole top will be moved when the amplified centrifugal force and the decreased 

centrifugal force are compounded. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 

Fig. 3.2 Composition of earth gravity and centrifugal force 
 

The impelling force which works for the whole top surfaces by compounding the 
centrifugal force which existed from origin, and earth gravity, and it is not because 
energy was newly added. 

 
Although it continues producing centrifugal force, since energy is unnecessary, in 

order to generate the energy which produces the impelling force which works for the 
whole top, it is not necessary to pour in new energy from the outside. The energy which 
produces the impelling force which works for this whole top does not replaced from 
something other, and, so to speak, has arisen from nothing. 
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4. The synthetic mechanism of centrifugal force 
 

It is the purpose to rotate the satellite gear by an ordinary planetary gear mechanism 
fixing the perimeter gear, and rotating sun gear, and to change a gear ratio. In this case, 
in the direction of the impelling force by the interaction of the rotary centrifugal force 
field by rotation of the satellite gear, and the move centrifugal force field by movement 
of the satellite gear, the move direction of the satellite gear becomes opposite. (Fig.4.1) 
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Fig. 4.1 The direction of impelling force of an ordinary planetary gear mechanism  

and its centrifugal force interaction 
 

If the sun gear of a planetary gear mechanism are fixed and it is made to rotate the 
satellite gear, the perimeter gear will rotate. Conversion of a gear ratio is possible also 
by such a method. In this case, the direction of the impelling force by the interaction of 
the rotary centrifugal force field and move centrifugal force field which the satellite 
gear makes becomes the same as that of the moving direction of the satellite gear. 
(Fig.4.2) 
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Fig. 4.2 The planetary gear mechanism in consideration of the direction of impelling 
force of the centrifugal force interaction 

 
The heavy satellite gear builds a rotary centrifugal force field, by carrying out an 

interaction to a move centrifugal force field, generates impelling force and carries out 
self-amplification of the number of rotations. Only the planetary gear mechanism which 
only combined the gear becomes this perpetual motion that does self-amplification of 
the own number of rotations. 

 
The perpetual motion is an engine which continues outputting energy eternally. 

 
This is one engine. With a planet-gear engine, since it is somewhat long, it will be 

named a planet engine. If it includes in the existing power unit, it can use also as 
energy-saving equipment for cutting down consumption of energy, but it is not such a 
supporting player and, essentially, can produce energy as the leading role. 

 
When it was a mechanical engineer, the common simple structure of the planetary 

gear mechanism known also by whom was a precious article which human beings are 
continuing looking for many years. It was very easy when I understood. 
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5. Impelling force mechanism by composition of the centrifugal force by the disk of 
two size. 
 

It is because the gravity and centrifugal force of the earth balance that the inside of 
the International Space Station is a gravity-free space, and it is known well that 
centrifugal force and gravity are undistinguishable. The local space where centrifugal 
force is applied is undistinguishable from the local space where gravity is applied. 
Centrifugal force becomes so large that a radius is large. By the disk with a large radius, 
and a little small disk of a radius, centrifugal force with a bigger disk with a large radius 
is generated, and the disk with a big radius towards the outside of the local gravity is 
also larger. If a disk with a big radius and a little small disk are nearby rotated in the 
same direction, the partial place where gravity is large, and the partial place where 
gravity is small will adjoin. (Fig. 5.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5.1 Contiguity of the big partial gravitational field of centrifugal force,  
and a little small partial gravitational field 
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The object in a gravitational field advances towards a large place from the place 

where gravity is small. The gravitational field made by the centrifugal force of the small 
circle board will say that it was bent by the direction of the gravity in this case in the 
direction of the large disk. (Fig. 5.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5.2 Gravity by the centrifugal force bent 
 

The impelling force by gravity will arise as a result, and the gravity can control a 
direction. 

 
Since what is necessary is to stick a small circle board on a large disk, and just to 

make it only rotate, this experiment can be performed simply. Existence of this 
impelling force was checked by experiment 15 years or more ago. 
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6. The direction control of gravity impelling force 
 

Since the central portion of a planet engine is made in midair, a small planet engine 
can be installed in a central portion. (Fig. 6.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 

Fig. 6.1 The direction control of gravity impelling force with two planet engines 
 

If it can be made to carry out movable of the inner side planet engine vertically and 
horizontally, it is compounded with the gravity (centrifugal force) of an outside planet 
engine, and the direction of gravity impelling force will be able to be controlled. 
 

Since number of rotations will go up infinitely when a planet engine results in self-
amplification, in order to avoid destruction of the equipment by fault rotation, you have 
to throw away energy like an electrical resistance brake. Light will be emitted outside 
by this energy thrown away. A technical subject here is how to throw away energy, not 
to obtain. 
. 

The flight object with a planet engine can continue accelerating space with gravity by 
no supplying. It is not the time already flown in the rocket etc. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

The centrifugal force must be fictitious force in order to materialize the theory of 
relativity. If the theory of relativity is affirmed, it will become meaningless to consider 
centrifugal force, and a significant result which was described by this document is not 
produced, either. 
 

The theory of relativity is an error. It is not the science reflecting the real world.  
Only an un-actual result is born from an un-actual theory. I would like to already do 
finally what worships carefully a talk it all talks spoilt. The theory of relativity is the 
Ptolemaic theory which changed the name, and nothing progresses in the foolish thing 
for which the same fault is repeated repeatedly. 
 

Technology is rapid progress, yesterday's common sense is irrational at today. Those 
who perform extreme positive thinking that a thing not to see does not see seeing only a 
thing to see are not fit for research of the truth. Changing, if there is an error calls it 
positive thinking. Performing practice which it lets pass also by the mistaken reason by 
school education cannot be impressed. The school should teach the right thing. 
 


